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January 14, 2012 
 
 
BLM CO  
Colorado River Valley Field Office 
2300 River Frontage Road 
Silt, CO 81652 
 
RE: Colorado River Valley Field Office Resource Management Plan Revision, Draft RMP/Environmental Impact Statement 
 
Dear Planning Team:  
 
Thank you for taking the time to consider this feedback on Draft Colorado River Valley Field Office RMP. IMBA considers 
the BLM to be at the forefront of managing mountain bicycling on public lands, and the CRVFO is no exception. The BLM is 
the only agency to have a mountain bicycling specific strategy and has been very receptive to trying a variety of partnership 
concepts to develop progressive trails and effective management regimes. We encourage the CRVFO to continue to look for 
opportunities to partner with local mountain bicyclists to enhance the mountain bicycling experiences on these beautiful lands 
and to further serve the needs of nearby communities. 
 
We support Alternative B, the preferred alternative, and would like to add the following comments: 
 
Comprehensive Trail System Planning 
 
The draft states “mountain biking [is] common throughout the CRVFO, but extreme popularity for [this activity] is 
concentrated in certain communities.”1 This is very true, however, it leaves out a critical component of how mountain bicyclist 
view and visit these areas. Successful mountain bike management depends on integrated networks of trails rather than a 
collection of isolated areas.  
 
As a landscape scale management model we recommend creating a “Hub and Spoke” system allowing for easier management, 
providing opportunities for a range of trail experiences, access to other recreation resources and destinations, as well as 
adjacent public lands. An example of the model is Fruita, Colorado and Moab, Utah. Both cites host extensive stacked loop 
trails and trail systems and serve as riding Hubs connected by the Kokopelli Trail. While this example is huge in scale, a 
proportionate system could also serve the Colorado River Valley. 
 
A Hub is an area in the front or side country that is relatively easy to access. The area features a higher trail density with a 
stacked loop system that could offer beginner, intermediate and/or expert trails, as dictated by the management needs of the 
area and the landscape. A Hub could also include hiking only trails, and trails that provide access to other recreation resources 
such as rock climbing sites or river access points. 
 
The missing components of the draft RMP are the Spoke trail connections between the Hub areas and other destinations such 
as home, community amenities, other developed recreation sites and into the backcountry. Ensuring that the areas are 
interconnected creates benefits such as allowing trails to be used for transportation as well as recreation. This also allows 
recreational riding to begin from home, eliminating the need to drive to the trailhead and adding value to local properties.  
 
A fully planned and developed system of interconnected Hubs and Spokes will form an intentional and integrated trail network 
that meets the experiential and access needs of a majority of trail users. If these experiential and access needs are proactively 
managed through system wide trail-planning incidents of conflict and resource degradation can be avoided. We ask that the 
RMP incorporate a comprehensive trail planning mechanism to work with local mountain bikers and develop an 
integrated trail network. 
                                                
1 Draft RMP/EIS at 3-152 
2 BLM Manual 6302.13(D)(11) 
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Bicycles Do Not Harm The Wilderness Character of The Land 
 
The DRMP will prohibit mountain bicycle (mechanized) access in administratively designated Wilderness Study Area(s) 
(WSA). The Interim Management Policy for Lands Under Wilderness Review requires that the area be managed so the 
wilderness character is not impaired. The DRMP presents no analysis or evidence showing that mountain bicycling, on existing 
trails, would impair the wilderness characteristics of these areas.  
 
We believe the presumption that mountain bicycling would per se impair the wilderness characteristics of the land is derived, 
in part, from a fundamental misunderstanding of the different disciplines of the sport. The most publicized mountain bicycling 
shows racing or “extreme” riding events, which are important aspects of the sport, but they are neither the whole picture nor 
the most common experience. The type of riding that would occur in remote backcountry areas is much more like hiking or 
horseback riding, where the speed and distance are less important than the views and company you are with. Due to the 
remoteness and difficulty of these backcountry rides they are attempted by a relatively small number of people. We ask that the 
DRMP address the impacts that mountain bicycles would have on wilderness characteristics and alternatives for addressing 
those impacts. We also request that where backcountry routes are to be closed alternative routes are identified to ensure that an 
entire experiences and economic opportunities are not lost. 
 
The BLM has never adopted a position that mountain bicycles are incompatible with preservation of wilderness characteristics 
and has always supported the use of bicycles for exploring the backcountry. The BLM manual specifically states, “Limited or 
existing motorized or mechanized (e.g., mountain bike) access may be consistent with protection of wilderness 
characteristics.”2 The same section also states, “Designated routes of travel may be identified for motorized or mechanized 
access.” These sections were revised in February of 2011, and we have not seen any more recent direction indicating that this is 
no longer Bureau policy. If the Colorado River Valley Field Office believes that the WSAs under their jurisdiction necessitate 
this additional measure to protect the wilderness characteristics we ask that the BLM explain their departure from the Manual’s 
guidance. 
 
Managing bicycle access in WSAs under a designated route system until such time as Congress acts to designate the area as 
Wilderness or release it to multiple use management will preserve the wilderness characteristics without unduly constraining a 
low impact recreational activity. We ask that where bicycle use existed prior to designation or trail access would be 
necessary for system connectivity bicycles be allowed to use designated routes within Wilderness Study Areas. 
 
Specific Mountain Bicycling Areas in The Colorado River Valley Field Office 
 
Under the current draft the Hardscrabble area is to be designated as an ERMA. This area is an invaluable asset to the local 
community of Eagle. The areas trails connect the town to many popular rides on both BLM and adjoining Forest Service lands. 
The area is also an excellent area for beginners and children to lean the basics of this sport. Our understanding of the ERMA 
designation is that it will limit the ability to complete the final trail construction necessary to complete the community trail 
plans. Please clarify what trail construction activity can occur under the ERMA and SRMA designations. 
 
IMBA supports the more detailed submission from of the Roaring Fork Mountain Bike Association. SRMA and ERMA 
designations for those areas that serve as “Hubs” for local mountain bikers is an excellent management strategy. Prince Creek, 
North Thompson Creek, Red Hill and Fisher Creek are all areas where mountain bicycling should be managed for extensive 
mountain bicycling activity. The BLM lands surrounding Glenwood and Basalt are critical components of an integrated 
network of trails as the connect riders to home. This local mountain bicycling organization possesses extensive knowledge of 
the landscapes and the trails that access them. We encourage the BLM to engage in collaborative planning with them and other 
local mountain bicyclists to develop a comprehensive trail system. 
 
IMBA and our paid trail consulting team, Trail Solutions, are available for consultation on managing, designing and 
constructing sustainable trail systems. We greatly appreciate your efforts in to enhance outdoor recreation opportunities and 
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thank you for accepting our comments. We look forward to continuing a productive relationship in the future.  Please feel free 
to contact us, Ryan Schutz (303) 545-9011 Ext.112 (ryan.schutz@imba.com) or Jeremy Fancher (831) 975-4522 
(jeremy.fancher@imba.com) if we can be of further assistance. 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
 
________________________________ 
Ryan Schutz 
Rocky Mountain Regional Director 
International Mountain Bicycling Association 
 
 
 
________________________________ 
Jeremy J. Fancher, Esq. 
Attorney 
International Mountain Bicycling Association 
 


